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JUNE | 2021

Iraq

PRAYER FOR THIS COUNTRY
Lord, manifest your awesome power over Iraq and make the Iraqi Christian
Believers confess that. Yours, O Lord, is the greatness and the power and the glory
and the victory and the majesty, indeed everything that is in the heavens and the
earth; Yours is the dominion, O Lord, and You exalt Yourself as head over all. Bring
to realization of the Iraqi government that every attack on the military coalition in
Iraq undermines the authority of Iraqi institutions, the rule of law and Iraqi national
sovereignty. Lord we praise You for enabling the crime branch of Goa police to
arrest a recruitment agent for allegedly trafficking 12 women from Goa to Iraq
under the pretext of providing jobs in Dubai. Save the poverty stricken young girls
and boys toiling in child labor in Iraq and help prevent the marrying off of the
underage daughters. Persuade the Iraqi citizens to follow the CORONAVIRUS
prevention measures and avoid dire consequences as the country is reporting a
new high in daily infection rates (The Bible, 1 Chronicles 29:11).

MORE ABOUT THIS COUNTRY
Iraq is known as the “cradle of civilization.” Modern Iraq occupies what was once ancient
Mesopotamia. The Shiite, Sunni and Kurdish people groups composing the majority of
modern-day Iraq have been in conflict with each other for centuries. The Assyrian Church
of the East, the Syrian Orthodox Church, the Syrian Catholic Church, the Chaldean
Catholic Church and the Armenian Orthodox Church are all seriously affected by
persecution in Iraq, especially from Islamic extremist movements and non-Christian
leaders.
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https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1+Chronicles+29%3A11&version=NIV
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POPULATION
37,056,000
CHRISTIANS
1.4%
EVANGLICAL CHRISTIANS
0.2%
DOMINANT RELIGION
Shia Islam
PERSECUTION RANKING
13
REFUGEES
4,026,483
LIFE EXPECTANCY
71.7 yrs
LITERACY RATE
80.2%
POPULATION BELOW POVERTY LINE
18.7%


